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Each one of us desires change. All of us want a utopian world free of problems, yet we fail to 
participate in bringing about the change that we want to see, either by simple ignorance, or by 
underestimating our own capacity.  

 Child abuse, terrorism, differently-abled are terms that sounds familiar. They do exist some-
where, in some corner. It is time we sit up and take note of these problems, whether it is 
through our actions, thoughts or writings, as the people who have contributed to this issue have 
done. 

 While one article calls for better facilities for the differently-abled, another throws the spot-
light on the horrors of animal-testing. Yet another seeks to highlight the poor working condi-
tions of mine laborers. But by mere knowledge of such issues without acting on it is avoiding the 
responsibility that we as citizens have. The articles have been written by people who have felt 
strongly enough about a particular issue and have picked up their pens to give vent to their 
thoughts. We take this opportunity to congratulate all the people who have contributed towards 
this issue of We Care. 

By publishing this magazine, we don’t expect to see paradigm shifts in society’s thought. We 
don’t expect to see the destitute being given shelter, the hungry being given food, or the crippled 
being given something beyond pity. Instead, we bring this issue out in the fervent hope that the 
next time you see a light left on in an empty room, you will switch it off. We bring it out in the 
hope that the next time you are tempted to throw a chewing gum wrapper on to the street, you 
will think twice. 

The pen is mightier than the sword, is what we have been taught since childhood. As you leaf 
through the pages of this issue of We Care, it is up to you to decide if we have been taught 
right. 
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Dear Friends, 

We are all aware about the presence of certain issues existing 

within society, but, we fail to give them the attention they require. 

The change that we hope for and try to bring through the medium of print may not be 

directly visible. However, small or indirect the change may be, it is nonetheless im-

portant. 

The Publications team has played its own role in advocating changes around us. I am 

confident that this endeavor of theirs through this edition of We Care will make a 

difference and become a source of motivation for us to move towards desired action. 

Let us all convert our thoughts into action that provoke changes around us, thus mak-

ing the world a better place to live in. 

Your partner in change, 

Johny Joseph                                                             February, 2010 

Director,             Bangalore 

Centre for Social Action 

 

From the Director 
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We Need Social Entrepreneurs 

We have known that most entrepreneurs are inno-
vative, highly- motivated, and critical thinkers. 
When we combine these attributes with the drive 
to solve social problems, a social entrepreneur is 
born. Just as entrepreneurs change the face of 
business, social entrepreneurs act as the change 
agents for society, seizing opportunities which oth-
ers miss and improving systems, inventing new ap-
proaches, and creating solutions to change society 
for the better. A social entrepreneur aims for value 
in the form of transformational change that will 
benefit disadvantaged communities and, ultimate-
ly, society at large. 

 Let’s look at what social entrepreneurs do. They 
first recognize a social problem and 

use entrepreneurial principles to organize, create, 
and manage a venture that promotes social 
change. They bring innovative solutions to society’s 
most pressing social problems and offers new ideas 
for wide-scale change. Social entrepreneurs are 
both visionaries and ultimate realists, concerned 
with the practical implementation of their vision 
above all else. They assess success in terms of the 
impact they have on society. This quality sets them 
apart from other forms of entrepreneurship. 

Many people assume that social entrepreneurs are 
restricted to working only in nonprofits and citizen 
groups, but we see many social entrepreneurs 
working in private companies and governmental 
organizations also. Social enterprises are often non-
profits. But they are working ‘for- more- than- 
profit’, a term coined by a BBC journalist because 
they bring in invaluable benefits to the society, 
benefits that can’t be bought by money. There are 
many social entrepreneurs like Xavier Helgesen 
(Better World Books) who bring about societal 
change and also make money in the process.  

Entrepreneurs are innovative. They break new 
grounds, develop new models, and pioneer new 
approaches. Entrepreneurs need not be inventors. 
They simply need to be creative in applying what 
others have invented. Their innovations may ap-
pear in how they structure their core programs or 
in how they assemble the resources and fund their 
work.   

It is indisputable that the world, especially the de-
veloping nations and the poorer nations, need so-
cial entrepreneurs. We need people who passion-
ately believe in what they are doing, and are deter-
mined to do it well, often sacrificing personal time 
and money for it. When a dedicated person (social 
entrepreneur) takes up a worthwhile cause and 
brings passion and devotion into play, the initia-

tive is better managed and leads to better re-
sults. While the various government bodies are 

also doing their bit, social entrepreneurs play an 
important role in augmenting such activities. 

Mother Teresa and Florence Nightingale were un-
doubtedly two of the foremost social entrepre-
neurs. Muhammad Yunus of Grameen Bank, who 
has done so much for micro lending, is another. He 
was instrumental in helping impoverished people 
attain economic self- sufficiency through self- em-
ployment, a model that has been replicated in 58 
countries around the world. The work of Yunus and 
Grameen echoes a theme among modern day so-
cial entrepreneurs that emphasizes the enormous 
synergies and benefits when business principles are 
unified with social ventures. 

We need social entrepreneurs because there are 
many NGOs doing good work in many areas but 
most of them lack in leadership and managerial 
skills. These skills are essential for NGOs to serve 
people better and to serve a larger group. The suc-
cess and quality of the organization depends on the 
quality of it’s leaders. As a person cannot function 
without a brain, so a society cannot function with-
out leaders.  

Entrepreneurship is perhaps the most 
powerful tool we have to solve the 
problem of poverty in India. 
   - N R Narayana Murthy 
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First, they are responsible for the effectiveness of 
organisations. Second, organizations have never 
before faced so many challenges and choices. Third, 
there is a pervasive concern about the integrity of 
our organisations. This gap can be filled in by social 
entrepreneurs. There are organizations like Ashoka 
Foundation, Schwab Foundation and Skoll Founda-
tion that encourage and empower social entrepre-
neurs to extend their reach, deepen their impact 
and fundamentally improve society.  

Whether they are local issues or international is-
sues, social entrepreneurs share a commitment to 
pioneering innovations that reshape society and 
benefit humanity. We need social entrepreneurs to 

help us find new avenues toward social improve-
ment as they can bring great changes to the world. 
So, will you rather leave societal needs to the gov-
ernment, business sectors or will you find what is 
not working and solve the problem by changing the 
system, spreading the solution, and persuading en-
tire societies to take new leaps? Do you recognize 
the extraordinary potential in the billions of poor 
people who inhabit the planet? Will you be com-
mitted to helping them use their talents and abili-
ties to achieve their potential? Human kind is in dire 
need of social entrepreneurs to help in co- creating 
a sustainable world to live in. 

Are you ready to make the change?  Paul Hongkung 
II MBA  G 

Calling the Youth: Let's Go Vote!  

It was Nikhil who wept the most when we watched ‘Rang De Basanti’ , he vowed to the emotional-
ly strident teenagers around that he would participate in changing India for the better, by changing 
our political system. The following  Saturday night he hung out with others of his age, smoked a little and 
drank a quarter, raced the roads in his beautiful white car stubbing cigarette butts here and there, and puk-
ing all around. When his dad questioned him about the bump in the car the next morn-
ing, Nikhil conveniently blamed it on the bad roads in this chaotic country run by greedy politicians and the 
same country he had vowed to change just days ago. 

Many of us are like Nikhil, when  emotions run high we are all up for the challenge, but when it is required, 
we fail to act. When we need to place our hope in tomorrow’s better, rather than today’s failures, we back 
out. It is time to step out of conformity, leave behind convenience and move forward with dreams of a 
better future. Yes, our politicians are nowhere close to perfect, neither is our political system, but if we do 
nothing to transform these ways, it speaks very poorly of our role as citizens. India has equipped us with the 
right to vote, she has given us the liberty to shape her political landscape according to our needs, and we 
must make use of it. Whatever might be our contribution to our country, choosing leaders to take India for-
ward is a critical task. This task should not be tainted by momentary ambitions of monetary gain, materialis-
tic gain, or ignorance - as seen in most of today’s urban families. The Greek philosopher Plato remarked 
that ‘one of the penalties for refusing to participate in politics is that you end up being governed by those 
with inferior motives’. If the good guys don’t vote, the bad guys win. This is exactly what plagues Indian pol-
itics today. Those with the right ideas are unconcerned with the running of the state, and the petty inter-
ests of a privileged few determine our polity. We wrongly dismiss the electoral process, saying, ‘It won’t 
make a difference’. We forget that  each vote has the power to make a change; that each vote in the direc-
tion of progress is a revolution in itself. 
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In connection to voting and political awareness, I would like to mention two important points. First, about a 
major proportion of students today are those who have left their hometowns behind and have come to our 
city to proceed with their education. They are those who are integrated into the workings of Bangalore, 
those who come to know the city like no other and end up with a special attachment to it. Yet, most of the 
out- town students are unaware that they can participate in the electoral process from Bangalore city.  

A current residence of six months is the eligibility requirement to vote in any state of India. Most of such 
students miss out on a major right: neither do 
they register to vote in their hometown (which 
no longer houses them), nor do they vote from 
the city that they are so much a part of.  

To these students: Go out there and cast your 
vote, if not from your hometown, then from Ban-
galore. It doesn’t matter from which part of the 
country you exercise your vote, for at the end of 
the day your vote is for India. 

Second, about the many organisations that work 
to promote political participation in our country. 
Many civil society organisations have been serv-
ing as the lifeline of democratic expression in In-
dia, but none has caught our attention 
like ‘Janaagraha’. Their collaboration with Tata 
tea to publicise voting through the Jaago Re! movement has been a major hit, especially with our genera-
tion. It is interesting to know that this nation-wide wave has its epicentre in our Bangalore city. ‘Janaagraha’ 
is stationed in our city, and is very active in all forms of political awareness creation. As a volunteer 
with ‘Janaagraha’, I think it is significant that people appreciate and in whatever way support such an or-
ganisation, and in turn benefit from them. They are tirelessly working to promote the hopefully upcoming 
BBMP elections and are hosting volunteer based programmes to ensure better political aware-
ness. Janaagraha has even launched a website, in which online voter registrations are possible. Such activi-
ties come in handy to simplify political participation in the modern era. 

We must vote to express our opinion on matters that concern us and take India forward as dutiful citizens. 
We must take a stand against the conformity in the political system of today which caters not to develop-
ment, but to personal greed. We must support those very few who are fighting against the current, for a 
better political atmosphere. We must do all of this, first by exercising our Right to Vote. The Indian constitu-
tion deems our country to be a Republic of all sorts; a republic is a form of government in which the people 
have an impact on its proceedings, through a body of elected Representatives. The word loses all its mean-
ing unless we take a stand to vote and participate in making India a functioning Republic. 

Surabhi H.R  

I BA (EPS) 

(With select inputs from Sindhujaa Iyengar,  

Faculty, Dept. of Political Science, Christ university) 
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Shattered  

Sharitha.R  

II B.Com A  

As I sat down to write this article, I thought about a 

number of social issues that require our attention 

and action at this point of time. I felt it would be 

appropriate to write about child abuse, keeping in 

mind the ‘World Child Sexual Abuse Day’. 

     

Child abuse- Have we ever acknowledged the exist-

ence of this social evil? We have always managed to 

deny it and turn a blind eye to it. However, in re-

cent years, it has become a serious problem that we 

must confront. Records show that about 53% of 

children all over India have experienced one or 

more forms of sexual abuse.  

 

‘Touch’ has different meanings when it comes to 

child abuse. If a child feels uncomfortable with the 

touch of a particular family member, a relative, a 

neighbour or any other adults, we need to under-

stand his or her fear or reluctance to mingle with 

that person. Children can feel that something 

strange or wrong is happening to them but they do 

not know what is actually happening to them or 

how to explain the problem and seek help from 

others. Thus, many young children, out of fear of 

being scolded or mocked  or in some cases, even 

out of shame and guilt, just keep silent and thereby 

becoming victims of child abuse. The trauma they 

experience leads to a daunting task for such victims 

to trust and respect other adults and may spoil the 

way they may handle other relationships as well in 

the future. 

 

Have we ever given a thought as to how these chil-

dren, who have been sexually abused when young, 

survive through adulthood? Sometimes, a carefree 

childhood and a worry free adulthood become a 

distant dream for them. However, things have un-

dergone a change now and they also lead a normal 

life with the help of psychologists, close friends and 

relatives who understand and accept them and fur-

ther treat the with compassion, dignity and respect. 

 

For, all they need is genuine love, support and a 

reassurance that will make them feel better about 

themselves.  

An estimated 1,100 children died of abuse and neglect, a 
rate of approximately 1.6 deaths per 100,000 children in 
the general populations. 
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Ballad of the Lonesome Flower Seller 

She  was  a lonesome seller of jasmine and roses . 

She cried and yelled “Hear ye, all you strangers in a park, a temple or a funeral 

I have something pretty for your hair and something pleasant for your noses.” 

Walking street to street 

She had  to bear the cold of shivering winter nights 

And bear the summer’s unforgiving heat. 

She was the one you saw in every train headed somewhere far or near. 

At every junction where the buses halt. 

Words of scorn and anger were what she heard. 

But a mother had she to care for and a young brother too 

Rarely did she see a smiling face or hear words of cheer. 

Drinking and gambling might lure her brother 

And that was  her only concern and fear. 

She was a lonesome seller of jasmines and roses. 

She cried “Hear ye, all you strangers in a park, a temple or a funeral 

I have something pretty for your hair and something pleasant for your noses.” 

 

Her brother, he made a dime or two while playing his flute 

He sold newspapers and sliced cucumbers too 

His patched up shirt, it was smeared with black soot 

He cleaned and swept the hotel rooms 

Sometimes stealing a penny or two. 

He didn’t speak too much, his silence it loomed 

And built around his weary body and dusky face 

He did not  always return home every night 

His boyhood had vanished without a trace 

One night when he returned after a fortnight of absence. 

He tried hard to make this meager fortune last 

In vain, she tried to hold his childhood back and  touch his  fading innocence. 
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He had lost the halo he once had, the broken child of  a hundred stars 

Sad pangs of longing striked his roots and bones. 

Yet  wore a smile and slaved his body beyond  midnight hours. 

Her brother, he made a dime or two while playing his flute 

He sold newspapers and sliced cucumbers too 

His patched up shirt, it was smeared with black soot. 

 

Her friends, they were kind and playful 

Rainy days and boisterous winds came and went 

Their little home rocked all night to the coughs of her mother, awful 

Thoughts and fears crept in and out faster than the golden sun 

Far away in that valley of dreams and ambitions far beyond 

The rivers of pain and hunger  where she  carried this burden 

Of flesh’s  thousand needs, a hundred fancies she dared to paint 

She dared to dream and hope, to cross every ocean 

And move every mountain, her thoughts knew no restraint. 

She laughed loud and sobbed hard, she the tenderest creation 

Living her life in her green mind’s eden polluted by society 

She prowled and pranced like a wild river’s roaring musical motion.  

 

Then one day everything tumbled and powdered to dust 

Her brother, he was stealing some twenty rupees 

A cruel victim of chance, he was busted. 

The faint bells of dignity they once dearly protected 

Was now going down the drain as they found out three days later 

His broken frail body was helpless and starved. 

He begged for mercy, but the man denied it. 

She had to scrape a whole week’s earning together 

Along with her mother’s cherished bangles 

The indifferent rich men spoke of justice and education 

Their plastic wives nodded straightening their tangles. 

She went with her head held high to get her brother back 

Twenty odd from the dead pockets of wealth wasn’t worth the rotting cell. 
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She put down all her savings on the table by the bent down racks 

Of fat books of law, constitution and other high sounding baloney 

The policeman twirled his moustache as he eyed the slender girl. 

He glanced all the crumpled money and faded jewels lying on the table 

Coldly with a shrug, he says ‘this is no good’ but there is a way as he swirled 

His long cane like a hungry hunter and came forward as the girl shivering stood still. 

She did walk out with her freed brother half  an hour later 

But she was silent and her poor body ached and had lost every shred of her will. 

After what happened inside the closed doors of justice’s appointed guards 

She walked fast like a ghost caught in a hurricane 

Her eyes wide and expressionless, they searched and searched hard. 

She went straight to the lone majestic tree made lifeless by the ravage of  

autumn. 

And hung herself  till her life squeezed out of her broken lips in one last whisper. 

Her gentle brother, aching inside, wounded and hurt discovered it too late 

He watched her frail sister, the starlight of his dusty weary soul. 

Her unmarked grave, her unspoken words, fears and little aspirations 

All flew like mateless birds of shattered wings in the hell’s unblessed hole.  

 

This, my friends was the tale of the lonesome seller of jasmines and roses 

I wished to sing to you about how she fought back like a tough goddess of  wrath 

Like an angel of change, she stood and fought defiantly, something like Moses. 

Oh, believe me, I wish I could say that, but I need to speak the truth 

Of what happened and It breaks my fingers to write this ravaged cruelty. 

She was who you saw in every corner of this sick society’s maddened maze 

Our stale talks and vain streams of wasted sweat fulfilling defined roles of  

travesty. 

This my friends was the tale of how the lamb of innocence met the clawed cold gaze… 

This my friends was the tale of a flower which in our burning cauldron turned to steam 

This my friends was the tale of  the girl who sold flowers for a night full of dreams… 

Krishna Kanchith R 

II BSc (PME)  
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It’s in our Hands 

You’re late for college, your clothes haven’t been ironed yet, and breakfast has gone for a toss. It's 8:45 

am already and you have just ten minutes to get across town to your class. You frantically wave trying 

to get the autos to stop. And when one finally does, you spend another five minutes haggling over the 

meter. Finally, zipping across the streets in a gas chugging rick and stuck at traffic signals, which all hap-

pen to be filled with a thousand other ricks, you wonder: will this ever get any better? 

You know there’s something wrong with this picture, just like everyone else. It’s a no-win situation when 

everyone’s stuck in the same rut, when everyone ends up losing out. Talking about the problem is easy. 

It’s actually doing something about it that really counts. 

Here’s the solution in two words: Eco- pool. What exactly 

does it mean? Eco- pooling (yes, it’s a verb) is all about com-

ing together, pooling in for the sake of the environment and 

ourselves. It’s more than just car pooling. Think about coming 

to college with a few friends in the same rick. Or giving a free 

ride to someone if you have a bike. In short, eco- pooling 

means anything you can do together to share what you 

have and make a positive difference to the environment. The 

key word here is 'share'. Share to use resources more effec-

tively. Share to waste less and to make our lives easier, and 

also, most importantly, to create a sustainable future for our-

selves and for those that will come after us. 

Eco- pooling isn’t just a fancy title. Like any other verb, it’s all 

about what you do. So the next time you’re stuck in a crowd-

ed street and about to throw up your hands in despair, just keep this in mind: there is something you 

can do about it. This old saying says it best: “If you’re not part of the solution, then you’re a part of the 

problem.” 

It’s in our hands. Two simple words- ECO- POOL.  

Ben Samuel  

  III BA (FEP)  
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Providing A Level Playing Field- 

A Duty or An Obligation?  

It has often been noticed that competition exists 

among unequals. This fact, quite disturbing for 

some of us, has become an open secret. All parents 

want their children to become merit scholars, mil-

lionaires, whereby, success in life is synonymous to 

the riches one owns. People, however, fail to notice 

or do not want to acknowledge individuals in this 

crowd who are not capable. There are individuals 

who are not as fortunate as us. There are people 

who could do magic with the football, if only they 

had legs! There are individuals who could turn into 

Newtons and CV Ramans of tomorrow, but they 

remain staring at the blank wall all day long. 

A common justification for disabilities is that these 

individuals have committed sin in their previous 

birth and hence, face the consequences in this 

birth. But, what kind of justice is this, in which indi-

viduals are said to be suffering for deeds they do 

not even remember? This logic is quite weak while 

considering the above statement. However, one 

must remember that these beliefs are people's con-

structions.  

All religions preach brotherhood and compassion 

towards the ‘not so fortunate’ but we have conven-

iently explained their plight in terms of the karmic 

cycle, so that the onus of helping them does not 

come on our shoulders. 

It is this narrow-mindedness and selfish attitude of 

the masses that has increased the gap between the 

rich and the poor, and made income- distribution 

more unequal. The stigma attached to the physical-

ly and mentally disabled is only increasing the hos-

tile and the inhuman attitude of the society towards 

these individuals. The society makes them feel like 

‘wretched- creatures’ ignoring the possibility of one 

of them and their kin meeting the same fate. 

Drastic changes are the order of the day. However, 

one needs to set realistic goals. A change over- 

night is only a dream and is virtually impossible. We 

must, through leaps and bounds try and improve 

their lives. The first step in this regard would be to 

show compassion towards these individuals. A 

friendly gesture and a helping hand will go a long 

way in boosting their morale. Institutions with qual-

ity facilities need to be set up by the government, 

thereby making these individuals ready for the 

‘tough outside world’. 

A long term solution should be to integrate them 

into the main stream. However, special benefits 

must be given, so that they can compete with the 

common people. 

Lastly, the most important fact to be acknowledged 

and noted is that it is our responsibility to change 

the lives of these individuals. It would be irresponsi-

ble on our part to shrug this duty off our shoulders, 

just because others are doing so. “If you cannot see 

change, be the change”, is the message that needs 

to be sent across to the people of our country and 

to the world at large, so that we may produce more 

Hellen Kellers, and make this world a better place to 

live. 

 

Akash Krishnan 

II BA (PSEco) 
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Those deep tender eyes, 
shattered with undeserving cries. 

Those delicate fingers held to 

lick and play, 

are now confronted to pick and slay. 

They started with least intentions 

but have drowned into the world 

slaved by destructive inventions. 

Taught to create shiver, 

for they couldn't help being 

used by the fickle clevers. 

They became the reason to hate many, 

hidden in the darkness 

plotting to frame agony. 

The quest to reach heaven, 

by creating hell and horror, 

for they know their deeds 

could never be forbidden. 

Slaved By Sins 

Zenobia Azfar 

I BA (PSEco) 

Oh poor man, how canst thou compare thyself with 
an animal, 
For alas! thou art truly worst than a heartless can-
nibal ! 
Satified by nature's gifts thou wilt never never de-
part, 
'Cause thou wilt break and feast on their hearts ! 

Lower thy head and just look at thy stinking self, 
Oh! What an abominable misery though has made 
of thyself ! 
Look at thy once holy hands now dreadful in deep 
red, 
For they have become the gallows of the true and 
innocent blood ! 
 
Callest thou thyself a man by all baseless reasons, 
Blood thirst as thou art, thou can never call thyself 
a person. 
What makes you boast that thou art wise, 

When thou destroyest everything that God made 
nice ! 
 
Thou madest the green trees groan in pain, 
The barren lands prove that thou art insane ! 
The melodious magpie mourns in silence, 
Lo! Nature has reached the zenith of her endur-
ance. 
 
None of thy sins shall go utterly unpunished, 
By the Almighty thou shalt surely be banished ! 
 
Atleast now open thine eyes and make a pact, 
 
To lovingly keep the fabric of nature warm and in-
tact. 
 

P. Anne Havilah 
Hyderabad 

The Agony of Nature 
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The need to focus on the exclusions from our inclusive mindset arises from the fact that most of us are una-

ble to think from the perspective of people, who are unlike most people, and are referred to as disabled. 

Our so- called inclusive policies often exclude such minorities from the public sphere. The unequal citizens 

of India are deprived of their rights. Violations are many but the most limiting one being, education and 

employment. Why? Because they hold the key to everyone’s lives. 

EDUCATION: Elementary education or education up to the Secondary level is conducted mostly in 'special' 

schools which are created to cater to the various needs of the 'disabled'. These institutions are run by gov-

ernment and private agencies in various parts of India. The primary problem with the elementary education 

of the physically challenged is that most parents are unaware about the existence of such schools. Also, the 

quality of education imparted in these schools is highly questionable. The magnitude of this problem also 

exists in areas of higher education for the physically challenged. The first and foremost is the lack of oppor-

tunities that people confront while selecting areas for their higher studies. Inaccessibility and ignorance, 

with reference to their potential, are the central causes for this situation. The number of physically-

challenged that go in for higher education is miniscule. The disturbing side to this story is that these minori-

ties undergo a sense of ''deprivation'' with the existing system that does not create the atmosphere re-

quired by the physically challenged to cope up with their physical challenge. 

The Indian Parliament, for the first time, has legally endorsed the rights of the people with disabilities to 

education, vocational training and employment, through The Persons with Disability (Equal Opportunity, 

Protection of Rights and Full Participation) Act, 1995. The Act establishes the responsibility of society to-

wards making adjustments, so that people with disability are able to overcome various practical hurdles, 

either created by their disability or by the society. The Act places people with disability at par with other 

citizens of India, with respect to education, vocational training, and employment. But even after fifteen 

years of this Act coming into existence, our universities and colleges struggle to facilitate the inclusion of 

the differently-  abled in a holistic manner. It was in this regard that the University Grants Commission 

(UGC) in its policy paper on education stated that differently- abled should not be ignored in the field of 

higher education. It also provided the following guidelines: 

1.  Encourage Universities/Colleges of Education in India to promote teacher preparation programmes in 
the field of special education. 

2.  Provide equal education opportunities to disabled persons in higher education institutions. 

3.  Create awareness among the functionaries of higher education about the specific educational needs of 
persons with disabilities. 

4.  Equip the higher education institutions with facilities that provide access to disabled persons. 

5.  Provide appropriate financial assistance to disabled individuals to increase their sustainability in higher 
education. 

6.  Explore suitable placement for the educated disabled graduates in public as well as private sector enter-
prises. 

Exclusions from the inclusive mindset 
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7.  Monitor the implication of all existing and future legislation and policies pertaining to higher education 
of persons with disabilities. 

Implementing these guidelines is crucial. There is no meaning in providing reservation for the differently- 

abled in educational institutions without first providing physical accessibility facilities like ramps, rails, toi-

lets, and other necessities. It is  not possible to have a better education without proper mobility. Imagine 

the condition of paraplegics in our educational institutions. Most of our universities do not have special 

differently abled units, which are required under UGC guidelines. 

EMPLOYMENT: The employment of differently abled in India is minimal. The primary fact that should be 

understood is that most of them are either unskilled or semiskilled and are employed in the unorganized 

sector. The Government of India included disability as a category in Census 2001. According to Census 

2001, over 21 million people in India suffer from one or the other kind of disability. This is equivalent to 2.1 

per cent of the population. The unofficial data puts the amount of differently abled population in India at a 

much higher level. 

A survey carried out in 1999 by the National Centre for Promotion of Employment of Differently  abled Peo-

ple found that despite the 5 per cent reservation, the percentage of the differently  abled in the workforce 

ranged only from 0.01 per cent to 0.99 per cent. Multinational companies showed an abysmal figure of 

0.05 per cent.  

The public sector fared a little better with the differently-  abled people constituting 0.54 per cent of its 

workforce. Clause 41 of Chapter 6 (entitled “Employment”) of the Disability Act states that incentives 

should be given “to employers both in the public and private sectors to ensure that at least 5 per cent of 

their workforce is composed of persons with disabilities”. But the government has not yet proposed any 

such incentive plans. 

The exclusions of differently- abled exists in many other spheres too. For instance, the UN convention 

on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, which India ratified on 1st October, 2007, talks of the develop-

ment and recognition of sign language as an official language. The Indian Disability Act does not take this 

into account. Most of the web sites in India are still not differently- abled- friendly even though the World 

Wide Web Consortium (W3C) has come out with guidelines on the very same. Most buildings and public 

transport are still not accessible to the differently- abled people despite government regulations. 

The problem is the unawareness and ignorance on the part of the officials and even laymen. The issues of 

differently- abled are also issues of the administrative efficiency, information transparency and societal 

ethics. 

The situation of differentially abled should be considered as the yardstick while considering the develop-

ment of a nation. The “Aam Admi” also includes these people although they are politically unorganized and 

demographically scattered. The NGOs and government has done a lot to improve the plight of physically 

challenged in India.    
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What we require to streamline this section of the society is an attitudinal change. This is not a laborious task 

and all that needs to be accepted by everyone is that what they require is not charity but the fulfillment of 

their rights. 

What we require is a paradigm shift in the way of looking at the problem of the differently- abled. Rather 

than looking at persons with disability as “disabled”,  time has come to look at them as differently- abled.  As 

progressive citizens, it is our duty to give recognition to their rights, and reward for their ability. 

Tony Kurian 

II BA (HEP)  

Faith  

Looking for a way 

To escape dismay  

Another day passes by 

Another night darkens the sky  

The past lingers in the present 

Presenting a future of predicaments  

But there is a way that awaits 

And offers halls of wisdom with unlocked gates  

I will keep walking 

Till I find it, I will keep talking 

About my Dream 

Of the beam 

That will show me the way 

To escape dismay 

Satya Shouriea 

 II BA (JPEng) 
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Animal testing: 

 Horrifying Truth of a Civilized Society  

Imagine, that various chemicals are being  poured  

into your eyes; various creams and gels are applied 

on your body to test their reactions and side effects. 

You can feel the pain, you wriggle in pain, but cannot 

move because  your hands and legs are tied. You 

cannot shout, plead or call for help because your 

mouth is shut,  maybe  your tongue is cut. You can-

not blink to let the tears  out because it is clipped 

open. You would break your  spinal cord, neck, frac-

ture your hand, leg or go blind or contract some seri-

ous health or skin problems due to the chemical re-

action. Then, you are left in the open concrete jungle 

to be eaten raw by fast moving vehicles because 

now you are of no use. 

How would you feel? Unimaginable. Isn't it? But this 

is the bitter reality, cruelty and pain that millions of 

animals undergo every year. 

Animal testing, also known as animal experimenta-

tion, animal research is the use of non-human ani-

mals in experiments. It is estimated that nearly 50 to 

100 million vertebrate  animals worldwide, from 

zebrafish to non-human primates are used annually. 

It includes pure research such as genetics, develop-

ment biology, behavioural studies and applied re-

search such as biomedical research, Xeno transplan-

tations, drug testing and toxication tests including 

cosmetics and household goods testings. 

Animals widely used in experiments are mice, rats, 

guinea pigs, hamsters, gerbils, dogs (puppies espe-

cially), cats and monkeys. 

Many scientists say that the pain and suffering 

caused to these animals are mostly momentary pain 

and distress. Few are relieved by anesthesia or pain 

killers but for an unfortunate few, pain would never 

be relieved. These animals are euthanized ( killed 

intentionally) at the end of the studies for sample 

collection or post- mortem examination. 

They are euthanized by various ways. They may be 

made to inhale a gas such as carbon monoxide or 

carbon dioxide by being placed in a chamber or by 

use of a face mask, with or without prior anesthesia. 

Physical methods include breaking the neck or spine 

(cervical dislocation) mostly for birds, mice,  rats and 

rabbits; grinding into small pieces (maceration) for 

one day old chicks; high- intensity microwave irradia-

tion of the brain; forceful strike on the forehead us-

ing a bolt or an iron rod to induce unconsciousness 

which may destroy part of the brain or may kill the 

animal (captive bolt) for dogs, ruminants, horses, 

pigs and rabbits or gunshot if nothing works out. 

Few physical methods such as electrocution for 

cattle, sheep, swine, foxes and mink- inserting a tool 

into the base of the brain; slow or rapid freezing are 

all acceptable only with prior anesthesia. 

To measure the severe burn on live tissue, the ani-

mal is burned alive till the flesh is charred and can be 

easily removed in the large pieces while the animal is 

still alive. 

More than half of the animal testing conducted by 

the cosmetics companies are flawed. More than 25 

billion animals are killed unnecessarily in the labs 

each year, all over the world. Baby monkeys, pup-

pies, kittens and other baby animals are taken away 

from mothers and are abused. Their vocal cords are 

cut, body parts are amputed without giving anesthe-

sia or painkillers, using kitchen scissors or knife. They 

are kept in closed cages for years where they cannot 

stan or even sleep properly; with no interaction with 

others, without exposure to sunlight, nature or prop-

er food. They are not allowed to engage in any nor-

mal behaviour. They are forcefully feeded chemical 

implant wires in their brains, crush their spines and 

again dumped back to their cages without any treat-

ment. Often animals see other animals tortured and 

killed right in front of them.  
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They go mad due to loneliness and torture that 

they undergo. It is often seen that these animals 

try moving in their cages and sometimes shiver or 

freeze in fear, when they hear the footsteps or 

smell a human, imagining as to what new torture 

or experiment they will be subjected to. 

What is their fault for all these tests and research 

that the cannot speak and protest for heir protec-

tion and rights? We can speak, we can protest for 

our rights because we feel the pain. We can empa-

thise and sympathise. That is the main quality of 

humans. Is this quality of empathising and sympa-

thising limited only towards humans? 

Why don't we understand that even they have life. 

Even they can feel the pain. Even they fear. Even 

they want to live in this beautiful world. Are we so 

mean and cruel to torture and kill an innocent life 

for our selfish reasons? We say, taking away one's 

life ( limited to human only) is a sin, is it not that 

animals and birds also have life? 

Is this called being civilized and developed? What 

is the use of holding numbers of degrees and do 

not know how to treat a life? What is the use of 

earning billions of dollars and rupees if we use the 

products that has been tested on animals, that has 

tortured them? 

Showing kindness towards animals doesn't mean 

to be a Vegan. But we can do our bit to save them 

by at least not buying animal tested products. It is 

not because they produce we buy. It is because we 

buy the produce. So, please stop buying such prod-

ucts. Remember, every smile on our face after we 

use an animal tested product is a funeral of an in-

nocent life. 

 

Ashwini Chandra 

II Bcom A 

Another corner in India 

India is a developing country. Our democratic government claims to have eradicated poverty and pro-

moted equality. But, through the years of globalization, it has been found that the rich are becoming 

richer and the poor are becoming poorer. A primary part of these deprived sections are daily wage 

earners, a much- neglected group of society. 

Though Labor Day is celebrated annually on 1st of May, the plight of the mining and construction labor-

ers  are never considered. Labor laws and rights exist only on paper. Neither are the laborers aware 

of  their rights nor are they allowed to avail of them. These construction laborers are prone to a deadly 

disease called silicosis which is caused due to excessive exposure to sand and dust particles. Every year, 

thousands of construction and mining laborers are killed by this fatal lung disease. Although not cura-

ble, it is preventable.  

In most cases, the labourers die of this disease, unaware that they have been afflicted. The impover-

ished laborers moreover can’t afford to get proper treatment even when diagnosed.  
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In India, silicosis is prevalent in 55% of workers, many of whom were engaged in quarrying shale and 

subsequent work in small, poorly ventilated sheds. Studies on silicotic pencil workers in Central In-

dia showed high mortality rates, the average age of death was 35 years and the mean duration of ex-

posure was 12 years. 

There is a widespread lack of awareness of the problem and its magnitude as well as lack of 

knowledge of the available solutions. Wrong diagnosis and incorrect reports are frequent. The lack of 

primary preventative measures, such as control of dust generation, its release and spread into the 

workplace, and respiratory protection is worth being concerned about. These are a result of short-

comings in the current legislation and hence, require proper inspection and enforcement of laws. 

Rashi Mitra 

I BA (PSEco) 

Racism that conjures thoughts 

of oppressive deeds made by man 

because of creed 

Discrimination with another 

that binds our minds and sharpens tongue 

because of some elitist thought which is plainly wrong 

We have legislation 

to banish discrimination 

"EQUAL OPPORTUNITY" 

is the correct; our incantation 

The rules and laws are needed 

where some of us would dare 

to think forward. 

Racism? there is just human race 

no matter what for the face 

and Discrimination would be good 

if it were used for what it does 

revealing what unites all of us.  

Discrimination 

Leena Das 
I BA (PSEco)  
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My name is Isa. I am from Germany and I am a volunteer with CSA, Centre for Social Action, Christ University. 
I've been living in Bangalore for 3 months now and I came here to do voluntary work after finishing school. 

A few weeks ago, I was asked to write an article about my experiences in India so far and although many 
things  come to my mind I just cannot put them in words or explain them in a few lines. 

In general, I can say that India is very different from what I have known so far of countries in Europe. This 
makes India even more interesting to me. The differences start with the weather, the food, the clothes and as 
far as I can tell, the list of differences is never ending. 

However most of the distinctions I can find are in culture and tradition. For me, India is  very traditional but 
also a modern country (at least cities like  Bangalore) 

But, it is the combination of keeping traditions and taking part in progress that makes people like me love In-
dia. 

Although, the phenomenon of westernization has reached India (e.g. clothing) there are still many traditions, 
so that even Christian marriages are still Indian. 

Since I have studied Latin I can tell that the word 'tradition' has been derived from the latin word 
“tradere”  which means “pass on”. So I hope you will try to keep up Indian traditions and pass them on to the 
next generation, so that they will not get lost in the course of time and so that more and more visitors come 
to India and learn to love this country just as I do. 

For me now it is very important to get to know as many traditions as possible and to  understand them.  

As learning is not a take-over of knowledge but an active composition, I want to experience and try to under-
stand on my own, the Indian culture better and better, everyday. Luckily, being in India, seeing and experienc-
ing the traditions and cultures offer plenty of questions which makes it easier to understand at least a little of 
Indian culture. 

However to handle my experiences and to learn and understand, I need people to explain and  talk and dis-
cuss  what I see. Luckily, in India it is not difficult to find open minded people to talk with and people who take 
care of you too, because even crossing the road could be a difficult thing to do for a European country bump-
kin as I am. 

Thanks to all the people I met so far, who were interested in me and my country and who intensified my in-
terest in India. 

Thanks for the wonderful conversations which made it easier for me to understand peoples' behaviour or oth-
er things that differ from my culture. 

I hope the rest of my stay will continue like this. Of, course i have already gained a lot of knowledge through 
all my experiences, but still I want to use the opportunity of being in India to experience more. 

Isabell Juretzki 

CSA Volunteer from Germany 

“The only source of knowledge is  

experience” (Albert Einstein)  
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Religion, Region and Rage 

We live in a society where pizza reaches us before the police do. It is the same with regard to justice. After 

17 years, the Liberhan Commission's report has come out.  As happens with all other terror attacks, only a 

few remember 'Black Friday', when the Babri Masjid was destroyed by Hindu fundamentalists. As a re-

minder of that unfortunate event, the Liberhan commission report has come out, but with very little im-

pact. It lost all credibility when it was leaked to the media before being presented in the Indian Parlia-

ment.  The media arrived, debated, interviewed and eventually, 'forgot' everything as usual. 

True democracy blooms only when the politicians (the ones who make the laws), the bureaucrats (the 

ones who execute the law) and the judiciary ( the ones who protect the law) act independently with free-

dom and without any interference from either sides.  It doesn't happen in our country, which is why there 

is a delay in meting out justice.  The world recognizes India as the largest democracy with a secular set up. 

If secularism and democracy need to be protected, a line should be drawn between religion and politics.  I 

know that I am probably exposing myself to brickbats.   

You may think "Come on dude ! Religion and politics, separate?!". But at the very least, cant a ban be laid 

on religious leaders participating in politics and politicians participating in religious activities ? Basically, 

the political parties are founded on religious views and beliefs; not for societal welfare but for the destruc-

tion of each other's beliefs and religious identities like temples and mosques.  

The concept of religion is over- shadowed by the very people who promote it. If you are wondering how, 

think about banner culture. Whether it is Ramzan or Onam or Diwali, all you can see is posters and ban-

ners with life size pictures of politicians. In some two years you may not be able to distinguish a temple 

from a political party's office. A God may be replaced by a politician and the next day, politician by an ac-

tor. 

Regional parties are getting more routed these days but mainly for promoting their caste and religion. 

They cleverly present themselves as representatives of Backward Castes or Scheduled Castes and cunning-

ly reap the benefits of reservation-based policies.  The caste identities are promoted or demoted as per 

the current 'political forecast'. 

I would like to conclude by citing the example of Mahatma Gandhi. This country protected him from the 

British for twenty years preceding independence, but couldn't do the same for even a year after independ-

ence. He was killed by a person belonging  to the same country and the same religion. All his hard work is 

rendered worthless and meaningless by such an act. So, where do we stand by stating 'India is the largest 

democracy with a secular setup' ?! 

 

Pravin Shanmughanandam 

II B.Com A 
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Once upon a time, there was a country that was 

grand and beautiful. She had all the resources she 

needed, and was prosperous. But one fine day, an 

enemy came from far away, who robbed her of all 

she had: her wealth, her pride, and her dignity, 

leaving her devastated. She was ravaged in every 

aspect. Her culture, tradition and economy van-

ished in the onslaught of imperialism. 

That country is India and the enemy was the British 

Empire. The day the English walked into India, was 

the day India changed. She put on a mask, one that 

she has worn ever since.  

Today, we may be free from visible exploitation or 

open racism after long years of freedom. But the 

truth is that the clash between the haves and the 

have-nots still continues. 

When we say that globalization is the transfer of 

culture, tradition, ideology and technical know-

how, we must also remember that under this sys-

tem, the rich become richer and poor, destitute. 

The world does not become a global network from 

every angle, as mere ideologies cannot solve hun-

ger. 

A new form of neo colonialism is taking place. It is 

said that we are becoming ‘global’ consumers, but 

how can you say that you are a rational consumer 

when you are not allowed to know the contents of 

a soft drink you are consuming? Thus, we are not 

really free in the truest sense of the term, as our 

consumer rights are still being held hostage by mul-

tinational corporations. 

Most of the ideological conflicts that we see in our 

nation are fomented by terrorist organizations that 

are in turn encouraged by external forces, 

through money power and even coercion. Every act 

of brutal destruction is planned in such a manner 

so as to affect our production, resource and devel-

opment to a great extent.  

Indians are renowned for their tremendous hospi-

tality but this, combined with its inherent discord, 

had once led to its being colonized. Cultural inter-

action should never be replaced by cultural subor-

dination. Many of us are bound by wrong percep-

tions regarding our culture and tradition. Getting 

westernized is not the definition of superior cul-

ture. In fact, the concept of superior and inferior 

culture was made by our colonial masters for 

their convenience (remember learning about Divide

-and-Rule?) so as to aid them in colonizing India. 

When the Englishman sympathized with our so 

called stagnant society and studied extensively 

about our past, his analysis was based on the Euro-

pean yardstick. 

We still need someone to make us realize the value 

of our mother land, her beauty, her ethnic 

origin,  Ayurveda  and yoga practices. 

 The trouble is that everything becomes valid for 

us only when someone else preaches about it. It is 

a fact that none of the cultures are independent, 

although it is a fact we often forget and choose to 

ignore. It is due to our low esteem that we allow 

our culture to be dictated to us. Rather than dis-

owning our culture, we need to enrich it. 

Thus we need to free ourselves from all kinds of 

dogmas and prejudices which begins from the ra-

tional thinking where the real quest for free-

dom begins!!!!!! 

Gayathri Menon  

II BA (PSEco) 

    Story of a Nation 
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The Bedsheet 

It was a hot and dry afternoon in May. The huge white building on the Delhi- Mathura highway shone bright-

ly in the summer sun. My watch showed  2:30 pm as the rickshaw entered the gates of this hospital building. 

The marble arch above the gate had the name of the hospital written in golden letters. The green glass win-

dows on its upper floors made the campus all the more flashy. 

After a brief argument (which, of course, I lost) with the driver, and giving him a twenty rupees more above 

the meter charge, I called up Atul. He asked me to come to the first floor. I noticed that his voice was trem-

bling over the phone. He had left the college early, following a call from his elder sister saying that their 

mother was hospitalized due to a sudden break down. His father was no more and his brother- in- law was 

on his way back from a Jaipur trip. 

“Good after noon sir. May I help you?” A smart, sweet girl stood near the reception. I liked her beautiful 

smile, with a cute dimple on her right cheek. Her name plate said ‘Roopam’ ‘Guest Service Executive’. 

“Yup. Which way is the ICCU? Room number C 107 to be specific.” I said. 

“Sir, its first floor, left wing, fourth room to your right.” 

‘This is called personalized service.’ I told myself as I thanked Roopam. 

I climbed the stairs to the Intensive Cardiac Care Unit. The corridor was half empty and absolutely silent. I 

walked to the room as per the directions. I could hear wailing as I neared the room where Atul’s mom was 

laid. 

What I saw was exactly what I was expecting yet never wanted to witness. Atul was near the foot of the bed, 

his eyes red, his sister and her kid were on the side of the bed, weeping and an old lady was standing near 

the bed, crying out loudly. I assumed she was a lady from the neighborhood, as I had seen her once or twice 

near his house. There was a pretty lady nurse, in white frock and a green cap, inside the room who was scrib-

bling down something on a green paper pad and walking around the room in short steps, her shoes making 

an irritating noise on the white tiled floor. 

I looked at the still body of Atul’s mother. She was a lean, fair lady with an ever- smiling face. I had seen her 

many times in the past two years and always loved her special “Lucknowi Biryani”. But at this point, I was 

more concerned for Atul than this lady on the bed. I walked over to the bed and held Atul’s hand. He looked 

at me but said nothing. His face was all white, eyes and nose red, and body ready to collapse. I had never 

seen my otherwise jolly friend in this state before. I helped him out of the room as the nurse wanted us to 

go out. The door closed behind us as we sat on the black steel chairs outside. 

After around 15 minutes, Atul’s jeeju arrived with an elderly couple. Atul told it was his uncle and aunt who 

stayed nearby. Jeeju and uncle sat down with us while aunt went inside the room. There was a round of 

questions from both the new- comers which Atul answered in a shaking voice, with much difficulty. I was 

really feeling sad for him out there, but couldn’t help anyways. In between, the door opened for a while, his 

“deedi” came out and handed out some ornaments to her husband, who put them in the briefcase he had. 

After about 40 minutes without any change in the conditions outside the room, I walked down, gesturing 

Atul that I’ll be downstairs. 

I sat down in the lobby of the hospital. Time was 3:40 pm. The movement there seemed quite less consider-

ing the fact that the visiting hours were about to begin. The ceiling was very high with marvelous artworks,  
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probably in plaster-of-Paris. The walls were light green in colour with a large painting (modern art, as I 

could not make anything out of the figures in it) right above the reception counter. The marble floor was 

clean and sparkling, quite unusual for a large and reputed hospital like this, which always bustled with peo-

ple. 

What attracted me the most, was a set of energetic young guys and gals, like ‘Roopam’, in smart western 

formals, in and around the reception counters. They were everywhere – helping the patients, guiding the 

visitors, talking to doctors and printing long sheets of papers from various terminals at the reception coun-

ter. All looked fresh out of college, looking for new, different jobs to kick start their careers. Each one of 

them had a sense of pride wearing that uniform, with their name plates on, and a colorful plastic card hung 

around their necks, the ID cards, showing the company logo and the designations – Guest Service Execu-

tives (GSE). 

I didn’t realise how much time had passed, watching the activities in the lobby until I saw jeejaji near the 

billing counter. It was 4:30pm. I walked to him and stood by him while the payments were being made. He 

told me that the formalities were over and it was time to leave. He walked upstairs with the bills. With the 

help of a GSE, I had arranged for an ambulance already. 

Atul came down while I was searching for Roopam. He seemed much better and talked to me about the ar-

rangements to be made for the funeral. I was listening to him while I noticed a set of executives near the 

payment section, who looked quite disturbed. Two of them were moving about between the billing and 

payment sections as if in a big trouble. After sending Atul upstairs to bring his mom’s body down, I walked 

upto a GSE. 

“What happened? Is there any problem with the bills?” 

“Er.. not really sir. May I know who the person who paid the bills just now was? I saw him speaking to you.” 

She said. Her name was Priya. ‘Shorter, but fairer than Roopam.’ 

“Oh yes, that was my friend’s brother-in-law. Why? What happened?” 

“Actually.. Sir, there seems to be confusion in the bills.” 

“Okay. Tell me………..”  

Before I could finish, she walked off to the bills section hurriedly. She spoke to a person who was wearing a 

dark green tie. Though very young, more of a college student, in appearance, his ID card clearly showed the 

term – Team Leader. 

By this time, Atul and others had reached the ground floor by the lift at the extreme end of the corridor. I 

joined them and we moved to the porch.  

Two uniformed men were carrying auntie’s body, which was wrapped in a pale white bed sheet with the 

hospital logo at its heart.  

The ambulance was ready with a driver in white uniform and a cap with a green band on it. The doors were 

open. The inside of the van looked so beautiful, more like a caravan than a mere ambulance. 

We laid the body in the van, Atul and his sister took the seats in the same cabin. We closed the doors and 

were about to start when someone called us from the side. 
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“Excuse me, sir” I saw the team leader standing at the porch with a set of papers in his hands. 

“Yes, what happened?” Jeeju asked. 

“Sir, there is a small problem with the bill. We couldn’t attach this bill to the previous. You need to pay 

Rs 430. 00 more.” He said with an anemic face. 

“What? I have already made the full payment and we have got the discharge cleared. Now, what more is to 

be paid?” 

Wondering about the delay, Atul had come out of the van. 

“Yes sir. It was..  actually… our mistake. We couldn’t attach this bill earlier.” 

Jeeju was clearly angry. He was about to say something when Atul spoke up, “That is alright. Please make it 

fast. Now, what is this new bill about?” 

“Actually, that is…. 

Sir, actually, you have not paid for the bed sheet which is used to cover the corpse you are carrying.” 

More than Atul’s shock or Jeeju’s fury, I felt bad for the helpless position of this guy who had to do his 

‘duty’, keeping aside all human emotions and feelings. After all, it is all about business.    

Krishnadas G 
I MBA L  

Little hands holding heavy bricks, 
blame it on the rich folk’s tricks, 

who sent his bunch to the royal school, 
and treated the poor kids like a mule. 
Why not we make a choice for them, 
instead of calling it a last birth’s sin. 

Cleaning messed up vessels in a fancy hotel, 
or playing on the beach with a bucket and a shovel. 

Holding the book with colourful pages, 
or household chores for daily wages. 

Precious moments of childhood fading, 
or a beautiful life in making. 

Rhymes of the stars from him we hear, 
or should he be dying of the master's fear. 

Growing up with stories and crayons and toys, 
to them would then be the never given choice. 

 
Its we who will repent their lost childhood later, 

If we don't get better and act against child labour. 

LITTLE HANDS... 

Prerana Hanamsagar 
Hyderabad.  
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